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Predictability of social interactions can be an important measure for the social complexity
of an animal group. Predictability is partially dependent on how consistent interaction
patterns are over time: does the behavior on 1 day explain the behavior on another? We
developed a consistency measure that serves two functions: detecting which interaction
types in a dataset are so inconsistent that including them in further analyses risks
introducing unexplained error; and comparatively quantifying differences in consistency
within and between animal groups. We applied the consistency measure to simulated
data and field data for one group of sooty mangabeys (Cercocebus atys atys) and to
groups of Western chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes verus) in the Taï National Park, Côte
d’Ivoire, to test its properties and compare consistency across groups. The consistency
measures successfully identified interaction types whose low internal consistency would
likely create analytical problems. Species-level differences in consistency were less
pronounced than differences within groups: in all groups, aggression and dominance
interactions were the most consistent, followed by grooming; spatial proximity at different
levels was much less consistent than directed interactions. Our consistency measure can
facilitate decision making of researchers wondering whether to include interaction types
in their analyses or social networks and allows us to compare interaction types within
and between species regarding their predictability.
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INTRODUCTION
Animals living in permanent social groups must decide when and how to interact with group
members, and their ability to make appropriate choices has potential fitness implications
(Shettleworth, 2009). The evolution of species’ cognitive apparatus is a response to selection
pressures imposed by the complexity of their environment, including the social system they live
in (Jolly, 1966; Humphrey, 1976; Byrne and Whiten, 1989). This hypothesis assumes that animals
in more “complex” social systems must integrate more social information to out-compete others
(Byrne and Whiten, 1989). However, it is unclear how to quantify social information, even though
various indices have been proposed (Bergman and Beehner, 2015; Fischer et al., 2017). One way to
operationalize social complexity is as the amount of information necessary to successfully predict
future states within a system (Sambrook and Whiten, 1997; Flack, 2012). Measures of interaction
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predictability on an individual level in group-living species would
facilitate examinations of factors driving evolution of complex
decision-making (Dunbar and Shultz, 2010; Aureli and Schino,
2019).
Consistency of partner choice across time, i.e., repeatedly
choosing to interact with the same individual in the same way,
enhances the predictability of future outcomes (Silk et al., 2006;
Koski et al., 2012; Kalbitz et al., 2016; Moscovice et al., 2017).
For example, in steep linear dominance hierarchies, a single
interaction per dyad contains enough information to predict
future dyadic contests (Oliveira et al., 1998; Guillermo Paz-Y-
Miño et al., 2004; Sánchez-Tójar et al., 2018). Low consistency
can be the result of an unpredictable distribution of social
interactions, frequent changes in relationships over time, or the
presence of various mediating factors, all challenges that might
necessitate an increased need for cognitive flexibility (Barrett
et al., 2002). From an individual’s perspective, a system is
complex if it is neither random nor perfectly explained by rules
(Sambrook and Whiten, 1997): an interaction type that is near-
randomly distributed in the group and highly inconsistent is not
informative, as individuals cannot predict future interactions.
Interaction types that are extremely consistent and explained by
a small number of factors do not have to be observed. Thus,
complexity in consistency is found between those extremes:
when rules exist that allow improved predictions, but uncertainty
remains if information is incomplete (Sambrook and Whiten,
1997).
Assessing predictability is complicated by the fact that we
work with incomplete data, as recording every interaction taking
place in an animal group is not practicable. Many studies
depend on aggregated distributions of interactions over time:
we take, for example, a 1-year period and calculate individual
and dyadic interaction rates (Altmann and Altmann, 1977).
These distributions are used either as dependent or independent
variables, to create networks, or to create relationship indices.
The fundamental assumption is that the data accurately reflect
what individuals were doing during the study period and that
patterns are consistent; the “real” distribution of interactions is
unknown (Whitehead, 2008; Kasper and Voelkl, 2009; Farine
and Strandburg-Peshkin, 2015). However, if data are sparse
(which they usually are, given that we study individuals in large
groups using few observers), estimate errors are increased and
robustness of the resulting distribution reduced (Lusseau et al.,
2008; Shizuka and Farine, 2016). Working with measures that
are not accurate representations of the underlying distribution
can create misleading results (Davis et al., 2018). This problem
is exacerbated when already sparse datasets are cut into shorter
time intervals (e.g., 6-month blocks). Measurement error also
impedes the use of measures using temporal auto-correlation to
establish changes over time. What constitutes “enough” data can
vary depending on the consistency of partner choice (Whitehead,
2008; Sánchez-Tójar et al., 2018). For many researchers, it is
difficult to assess whether they have collected enough data to
include an interaction type into their analyses. One of the biggest
challenges to replicability in primate sociality studies currently is
our lack of understanding of how measurement error influences
sociality measures and subsequent results – from which point are
datasets so small that results are not credible anymore? Here, we
propose a shorthand for quantifying this threshold.
In the present study, we develop a consistency measure
that serves two functions: (1) allowing researchers to gauge
whether they have collected enough data to warrant the
inclusion of an interaction type in their analyses, in a social
network, or when creating relationship indices. (2) Compare
predictability of interaction types within, between, and among
species. Consistency should be high if individuals choose the
same partners for the same interaction type independent of when
they are observed, and observing an individual at one point
in time allows for accurate predictions of its future behavior.
Low consistency can arise if individuals show weak partner
preference or preference changes over time, or if insufficient data
are available.
To explore how consistency can be used to compare
social groups with different structure and organization, we
first use simulations of datasets with different properties. We
subsequently apply the consistency measure to data from two
Western chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes verus) communities and
one sooty mangabey (Cercocebus atys atys) community living
sympatrically in the Taï National Park, Côte d’Ivoire (Mielke
et al., 2017, 2018). These species represent two well-studied,
quite different primate social systems. Sooty mangabeys have
philopatric females who form linear, despotic, stable matrilineal
hierarchies (Range and Noë, 2002; Range, 2006; Mielke et al.,
2017, 2018). All mangabey directed social interactions are
expected to show high consistency, as they should be strongly
influenced by stable parameters, especially kinship, dominance
rank, and sex (Range and Noë, 2002). Association patterns in this
species are nearly random (Mielke et al., 2020a), so we predict
low consistency for spatial interaction types. Chimpanzees at
Taï are similar in that they have been shown to have stable
grooming, aggression, and association patterns in both sexes.
However, in contrast to the mangabeys, aggression is not
exclusively determined by dominance hierarchy (Wittig and
Boesch, 2003), and we have previously described rank changes
in both sexes in the study period (Mielke et al., 2019; Preis
et al., 2019). Rank uncertainty and the variation in partner
availability due to fission fusion dynamics in chimpanzees lead us
to predict that chimpanzee interactions are less consistent than
mangabey interactions. We developed the consistency measure
with two aims: (a) to identify interaction types where data
distributions are likely unreliable due to insufficient data; and (b)
to draw comparisons between chimpanzees and mangabeys, and




Our consistency measure is a permuted test-retest procedure: To
quantify consistency in an interaction type, we organized the data
by collection days. Each observation day is randomly assigned
to one of two datasets of equal size (Sánchez-Tójar et al., 2018).
For each of the two resulting datasets, we calculated the dyadic
interaction rates per observation hour in each of the halves and
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FIGURE 1 | Schema of the consistency measure. Data are randomly divided
into two subsets based on the collection day. Dyadic interactions for all dyads
are aggregated for each subset. The two subsets are correlated. This process
is repeated 100 times to calculate the consistency of the overall dataset for
this interaction type.
calculate the non-parametric Spearman correlation between the
two distributions (see Figure 1 for procedure). This allowed us
to estimate how well variation in one half of the dataset predicts
variation in the other half. We performed 100 iterations, with
the median correlation coefficient constituting our measure of
consistency for the full dataset.We opted for randomdistribution
of days across the study period rather than comparing different
coherent segments of the study because our assumption is that
all datasets will be incomplete representations of the period they
cover. By comparing coherent blocks, we do not address the
question whether each block is internally consistent.
The overall correlation between halves of the dataset is likely
dependent on the data collection effort and community size,
making it difficult to compare communities and interaction
types. To mitigate this challenge, we developed a standardized
version of the consistency measure (Figure 2) by repeatedly
selecting subsets of the data that differ in length and the
amount of data included, followed by randomly selecting a
start date and duration for the period following that date. We
tested the consistency for this period for each interaction type,
marking how many interactions per dyad the subset contained.
For example, 10 individuals form 45 dyads; if we collect 180
aggressive events, we have a mean of 4 interactions/dyad. We
then collate the consistency of all datasets with the same number
of interactions per dyad – e.g., we could have 100 consistency
values based on datasets that contain 3 interactions per dyad,
120 based on 4 interactions per dyad, and so on. For each
interaction per dyad value, we plot and report the median of the
consistency values.
This approach allows a systematic comparison of both
frequent and infrequent interaction types, i.e., datasets of
different sizes. Analyses comprising differing group sizes are
possible because we compare the behavior of datasets that contain
the same number of interactions per dyad. As a standardized
consistency measure, we report the number of interactions
per dyad needed to get a median consistency value of 0.5;
although this value has no strong biological justification, in
FIGURE 2 | Standardization of consistency as a comparative measure: each
dataset is randomly cut into shorter time windows of changing size and
starting point. Consistency and amount of interactions per dyad are
established. The median of consistencies across different interactions per
dyad values are established. The comparative value is the number of
interactions per dyad where the consistencies cross 0.5.
simulations it was reliable in distinguishing interactions types
that were consistent from those that had insufficient data or
were inconsistent. This measure is largely independent of data
density and community size, and produces an interpretable
result: how many interactions between two group members
does an individual need to observe to reliably predict future
interactions? Fewer interactions per dyad and a smaller standard
deviation of values indicate higher consistency in partner choice
and thus higher predictability. Larger numbers of interactions
per dyad and a large standard deviation indicate that interaction
patterns are harder to predict. This can be the case if either the
partner choice is less deterministic for the interaction type, or the
choice patterns change throughout the study period.
Simulations
All described analyses were conducted in R 4.0.0 (R Development
Core Team, 2020). Scripts can be found in the associated
GitHub repository. We explored the impact of different group
sizes, data densities, fidelity of partner choice, and changes
in underlying relationships on our consistency measure using
simulated datasets. We then explore whether it can be used to
compare consistency across communities of different sizes. We
tested whether our consistency metric is high when individuals
regularly choose the same partners for the same interaction type.
We also tested whether low consistency arises when individuals
show weak partner preference or when preference changes over
time. To test how our consistency measure performed under
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different conditions, and how to interpret different results,
we simulated datasets with different group sizes; numbers of
interactions per individual; data collection density; fidelity of
partner choice; and consistency of partner choice over time,
mirroring interaction data as it could be collected in different
social animal species.
Specifically, we created datasets for 10, 15, and 20 individuals
in a community, for one nonspecific interaction type over
a simulated period of 1 year. We randomly assigned each
individual between 1 and 10 interactions per day, and for each
interaction the partner was chosen from a random chosen subset
of group members (to simulate animal groups, in which not
all group members are always physically available). To simulate
different underlying probability distributions of who interacts
with whom, each dyad was assigned a random likelihood to
interact with each other, with three different fidelity levels: “high
certainty” (each individual has strong preference for a few group
members, always chosen those when they are available), “medium
certainty” (each individual prefers several group members, but
can also choose non-preferred partners), and “low certainty” (the
likelihood of choosing any partner is relatively equal). Based on
these dyadic values, one of the individuals in the “party” was
selected as interaction partner. We explored three conditions
concerning the consistency of individuals’ choice: in the first
condition, dyadic preferences remained the same throughout. In
the second condition, to simulate changes in interaction patterns,
all likelihoods of partner choice were reversed halfway through
data collection, so dyads with a 0.95 likelihood of interacting in
the first half had a 0.05 likelihood of interacting in the second
half of data collection. In the third condition, partner choice was
completely random, which should lead to an even distribution of
interactions between all group members over the whole time.
Following this procedure, we created 108 simulated datasets
(three each for every combination of number of individuals,
level of fidelity, and consistency condition) that contained all
interactions for all group members for each day of the data
collection period. Subsequently, we simulated differences in data
collection effort (Davis et al., 2018): for each day of the sampling
period, one individual was chosen as the “focal” individual whose
data were retained, as would be the case in most animal datasets.
We assumed a 12-h observation period per focal day, to calculate
interaction rates. Then we simulated that data collection took
place every day, 66% of days, or every third day (33%), to test
the impact of low data collection density on the consistency
measure. We therefore retained 324 simulated datasets with
different properties. For each of these, the proposed consistency
measure—randomly selecting half of the dataset and correlating
interaction rates of dyads with those of the other half, as well as
repeating this procedure with subsets of the data—was carried
out 100 times.
Data Collection
Behavioral data were collected in Taï National Park, Côte d’Ivoire
(Wittig and Boesch, 2019) from October 2013 to July 2015 for
the chimpanzees and January 2014 to September 2015 for the
mangabeys, using half- and full-day continuous focal animal
sampling (Altmann, 1974) for the chimpanzees, and half-day
and 1-h focal animal sampling for the mangabeys. Scripts and
data can be found in the associated GitHub repository. Trained
observers and field assistants recorded all social interactions of
adult male and female chimpanzees (above 12 years of age) in
the “South” and “East” communities and adult (above 4.5 years)
sooty mangabeys. This resulted in 6441h of focal observations
in South community, 5668h for East community, and 2259h
for the mangabey community. We included adult individuals of
both sexes in all three communities for whom sufficient focal
data (at least 50 social interactions observed as focal individual)
were available and who were present for at least 80% of the
study period (South: 5 males, 7 females; East: 5 males, 7 females;
mangabeys: 6 males, 17 females).
From the behavioral data, for each dyad, we extracted
the duration of grooming given, resting or foraging in <1m
distance from the partner (“body contact”: used as a continuous
measure with duration in the chimpanzees and an event variable
in the mangabeys), resting or foraging as nearest neighbor
between 1 and 3m distance (“proximity”), and both contact
and noncontact aggressive interactions with one clear recipient
(Preis et al., 2018). For the chimpanzee communities, we included
food sharing (Samuni et al., 2018), which was not regularly
observed in the mangabeys. We used pant grunt vocalizations
in chimpanzees and feeding supplants (i.e., one individual non-
aggressively replacing another at a food source) in mangabeys as
additional interaction types. Mutual interactions were coded as
interactions given in both directions. We treated body contact
and proximity as “interaction types” with the assumption that
both individuals have to show sufficient tolerance to allow the
other one to remain close. Body contact and proximity were
only counted if no other interaction took place within 5min
before or after to ensure independence of data points. We
included grooming, contact aggression, noncontact aggression,
pant grunts/supplants, and food sharing as directional variables,
with the distribution of interactions given from each individual to
every other. Interactions were included both when the focal was
the sender and recipient. For the two spatial proximity measures,
data were considered non-directional and symmetrical – dyads
were therefore only represented by one row in the data table.
Interaction distributions were standardized by focal observation
time, with observation time calculated by adding the total
observation times of A and B. Spatial proximity and food sharing
in the chimpanzees were collected by a subset of observers and
were standardized based on the focal observation time provided
by those observers. Scripts to create the consistency measure and
plots can be found in the associated repository.
RESULTS
Simulations
We sought a consistency measure that can identify differences in
fidelity of partner choice and changes in interaction preference,
while being independent of group size and data collection
effort. Community size did not affect the performance of
the standardized consistency measure (Figure 3). Meanwhile,
datasets of different data collection density followed the same
trajectory, but lower data density was characterized by lower
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FIGURE 3 | Results of the data simulation with varying group size (1) and data collection density (2), while having medium fidelity of partner preference and no
preference changes throughout the dataset. Horizontal line marks a correlation of halves of 0.5. The number of interactions per dyad allows to compare datasets of
different density and number of individuals.
overall consistency (Figure 3). The overall consistency cannot be
interpreted alone, as it is highly dependent on group size and data
collection effort. This is consistent with simulations showing that
social network data becomes unreliable if data density per dyad
sinks below a certain level (Whitehead, 2008).
To test how the fidelity of partner choice influenced the
consistency measure, we present the results for the three different
conditions (high, medium, low certainty) in datasets containing
20 group members, with 100% data density, and no changes
in preference throughout the sampling period (Figure 4). Our
results showed that the consistency measure differentiated
between the conditions, using the slope at which the chosen cut-
off value is reached. If partner choice shows high fidelity, a small
number of interactions was sufficient to predict partner choice
in half of the data with that of the other half; with increasing
uncertainty, more interactions per dyad were necessary. For low
certainty of partner choice, more than the number of simulated
interactions would have been necessary to reach the cut-off of 0.5.
Last, we investigated how changes in partner preference
over the study period would influence the consistency measure
in a dataset with 20 individuals, with 100% data density,
and high fidelity of partner choice. Here, we compare three
conditions: one where no changes took place, one where the
partner preference was reversed halfway through the study, and
one where partner choice was randomized. Again, we found
differences in the slope whereby the consistency increased with
increasing data density (Figure 5). Additionally, the conditions
could be differentiated by the spread of consistency values:
when partner choice was consistent, selecting subsets of the
FIGURE 4 | Data simulation of varying fidelity of partner choice, while having
consistent group size, data density, and no preference changes throughout
the dataset.
same size at different points of the sampling period resulted
in very similar consistency values. If partner choice changed
throughout the sampling period, variation was much higher.
Also, the consistency of the full dataset was smaller than that
of some shorter subsets, with the highest levels for subsets that
were roughly half the total size – mirroring our built-in change
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FIGURE 5 | Data simulation changes potential changes of interaction
distributions throughout the dataset while having consistent group size, data
density, and fidelity of dyadic preference. “Consistent Choice” indicates no
changes in preferences throughout, “Inverted Choice” indicates one reversal
for all dyadic preferences, while random choice indicates that all partners were
chosen with the same likelihood.
of interaction likelihood after half the “collection period.” As
seen before, random partner choice could be identified because
the consistency of the full dataset never increased above a
certain threshold.
In sum, based on these simulations, the consistency measure
can be used to compare the predictability of interactions. Using
the entire dataset, the overall consistency was heavily influenced
by the amount of interactions available per dyad, and thus does
not make a good comparative measure. In our simulations,
even if the underlying distribution of interactions was highly
consistent, the consistency measure remained low if few data
points were available per dyad, indicating that one half of the
dataset was not a good predictor of the other half due to
random sampling error. Thus, if the Spearman rank correlation
between halves of the same dataset does not reach rs = 0.5,
it is likely that not enough data have been collected to make
statements about the underlying distribution of an interaction
type in a population (unless that distribution is random).
We therefore suggest using interaction types with an overall
consistency below rs = 0.5 with care or remove them from
analyses where possible, as their interpretation is unclear. For
all other interactions, we propose the described standardized
consistency measure, the average number of interactions per
dyad necessary to reach a median consistency of rs = 0.5
as a good measure. Valuable information also arose from
the spread of values of the repeated comparisons between
halves of the dataset: if dyadic preference remained stable
throughout, the consistency is relatively stable for subsets of
the same size. However, if dyadic preference was not stable,




For the mangabeys, noncontact aggression rates (3
interactions/dyad) and supplants (3 interactions/dyad) were
highly consistent, as was grooming (4.5 interactions/dyad),
indicating that individuals observing a subset of interactions
in the community would be able to predict future interactions
(Figures 6–8; Table 1). Body contact (17 interactions/dyad) was
much less consistent, and proximity (being within 3m of each
other) did not reach the threshold of 0.5, despite having among
the highest number of data points available for any interaction
type in this study. Given the trend of the graph, proximity would
probably have reached the threshold if more data had been
available, but this still suggests a highly inconsistent distribution
across the data collection period. For contact aggression, only a
small number of cases were available, and the graph did not reach
the consistency threshold. In our simulations, such low values
occurred when insufficient data were available to successfully
approximate the underlying distributions of interactions, even in
cases where the underlying distribution was highly consistent; or
when distribution of interaction was random or close to random.
Chimpanzees
As in the mangabeys, noncontact aggression rates were
highly consistent in both chimpanzee communities (Table 1),
more so in South (2.5 interactions/dyad) than in East (4.0
interactions/dyad). As in the mangabeys, contact aggression
occurred so infrequently that no consistent representation of
the distribution existed. The larger standard deviation in the
chimpanzees and wider spread of the graph compared to the
mangabeys might indicate changes of aggression patterns over
time. Pant grunt interactions in both communities showed
the most predictable patterns (East: 1.5 interactions/dyad;
South: 2.5 interactions/dyad). Grooming was less consistent
than in the mangabeys (East: 8.5 interactions/dyad; South: 6.0
interactions/dyad). Body contact showed considerable variation
between groups, with East (9 interactions/dyad) being the
most consistent, while South (27.0 interactions/dyad) being
the least consistent of the three groups. Proximity (East:
12.0 interactions/dyad; South: 19.0 interactions/dyad) was more
predictable than in the mangabeys. Body contact and proximity
were considerably less predictable than the directed interaction
types. This indicates that in all three communities, most dyads
will feed and rest in proximity with a wide variety of partners,
while they direct interactions at a smaller and more stable subset
of group members (see Figure 9 for a summary of results).
DISCUSSION
Establishing measures of predictability of social interactions
between individuals is necessary to understand the complexity of
a social group from the perspective of the individual (Dunbar and
Shultz, 2010; Lukas and Clutton-Brock, 2018). Here, our premise
was that interactions are more predictable for participants
and bystanders if interaction distributions are consistent over
time. Our results showed that across communities and species,
interaction types vary in predictability, indicating yet again that
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FIGURE 6 | Spearman correlation between two halves of randomly selected subsets of the datasets for mangabeys (blue), East chimpanzee community (red) and
South chimpanzee community (golden) for grooming and food sharing (chimpanzees only). The standardized consistency is marked by the number of interactions per
dyad where the median of correlation coefficients exceeds r = 0.5. If that value is reached with fewer interactions per dyad, the distribution of interaction rates is more
consistent. Distributions of correlation coefficients with a large spread indicate changes in interaction preference over time.
FIGURE 7 | Spearman correlation between two halves of randomly selected subsets of the datasets for mangabeys (blue), East chimpanzee community (red) and
South chimpanzee community (golden) for body contact and proximity. The standardized consistency is marked by the number of interactions per dyad where the
median of correlation coefficients exceeds rs = 0.5. If that value is reached with fewer interactions per dyad, the distribution of interaction rates is more consistent.
Distributions of correlation coefficients with a large spread indicate changes in interaction preference over time.
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FIGURE 8 | Spearman correlation between two halves of randomly selected
subsets of the datasets for mangabeys (blue), East chimpanzee community
(red) and South chimpanzee community (golden) for noncontact aggression,
contact aggression, and pant grunts/supplants. The standardized consistency
is marked by the number of interactions per dyad where the median of
correlation coefficients exceeds rs = 0.5. If that value is reached with fewer
interactions per dyad, the distribution of interaction rates is more consistent.
Distributions of correlation coefficients with a large spread indicate changes in
interaction preference over time.
animal lives cannot be captured using one simplistic measure
of complexity: challenges differ within and between species,
and we need multi-dimensional measures to quantify where
“complexity” really arises.
This study introduces a consistency measure, repeatedly
dividing the dataset into halves and comparing how well these
predict each other, which serves two functions. Researchers can
use it to find out whether they have collected sufficient data for
their dataset to be internally consistent, given a community of
a certain size and an interaction type with a specific diversity of
partner choice (Sánchez-Tójar et al., 2018). In our sample, despite
pooling 18 months of data, food sharing and contact aggression
were observed at such low rates in all three communities that
observing the group at a certain time point would make it
impossible to predict their behavior at another time point. We
do not know whether the error bars around the observed values
are biological or statistical, but they can introduce unexplained
uncertainty in our subsequent analyses. We generally assume
that randomly selected focal follows allow us to also make
statements about interaction rates on those days on which we
do not observe an individual (Altmann, 1974), but this might
not be the case for rare interaction types or for interaction
types that are naturally almost randomly distributed (Davis et al.,
2018). If the distribution of interactions in the group is not even
consistent within an interaction type in a period, correlating it
with other interaction types or across periods would probably
produce spurious results (Whitehead, 2008).
The standardized consistency measure allowed us to identify
interaction types that needed either large or small amounts of
information to predict interactions on other collection days.
We used the number of interactions per dyad at which the
majority of subset correlations exceeds the value rs = 0.5; while
the value rs = 0.5 itself is arbitrary, using it across species
and interaction types allows researchers to make comparative
statements, and it is high enough to not fall into random
variation. We did not find generalizable species differences
using our consistency measure: differences within species were
much more pronounced and followed the same trends between
species. Chimpanzee distributions had generally larger standard
deviations, potentially indicating changes in partner choice
over time. Feeding supplants and pant grunts, which are used
to create hierarchies in the respective species, were highly
consistent, indicating generally stable hierarchies (Sánchez-
Tójar et al., 2018). Consistency of aggression distributions
did not vary strongly between species. Despite being the
larger community, mangabey grooming interactions were
generally more predictable than chimpanzee interaction patterns.
Directed interactions (grooming, noncontact aggression, pant
grunts/supplants) were consistent despite the inclusion of
18 months of data per community, indicating that most
dyads interacted at relatively constant rates throughout the
study period. Body contact and proximity showed lower
consistency than directed interactions, most likely because
a certain level of tolerance in foraging and resting extends
to most group members, adding random noise that is
not present in directed interactions. For body contact, no
clear species-specific pattern emerged, but proximity (3m
distance) was much less consistent in mangabeys than in
chimpanzees, a result in line with recent findings regarding
high levels of randomness in sooty mangabey spatial association
patterns (Mielke et al., 2020a). Just like rare interaction
types, common but highly inconsistent interaction types could
add noise to social relationship indices or when comparing
network overlap.
While many animal species are studied in great detail, and
vast amounts of long-term data are available, it is surprisingly
difficult to convey the structure of social interactions across sites
and species. Our consistency measure may help by providing
a standardized way to convey the flexibility in interaction
patterns over time and identify interaction types that likely differ
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TABLE 1 | Overview of consistency scores in chimpanzee and mangabey social interactions: datasets for each interaction type and group, and the results of the
consistency measures.
Group Interaction type IDs Interactions Overall consistency Standardized consistency
(interactions/dyad)
SD
Mangabey Grooming 23 1,162 0.52 4.5 0.03
Mangabey Body Contact 23 2,218 0.53 17.0 0.03
Mangabey Proximity 23 4,373 0.48 – –
Mangabey Aggression Non-contact 23 971 0.58 3.0 0.03
Mangabey Aggression Contact 23 210 0.24 – –
Mangabey Supplant 23 1,219 0.64 3.0 0.03
East Grooming 12 3,099 0.77 8.5 0.07
East Body Contact 12 1,935 0.71 9.0 0.11
East Proximity 12 2,796 0.79 12.0 0.12
East Aggression Non-contact 12 693 0.65 4.0 0.07
East Aggression Contact 12 126 0.37 – –
East Food Sharing 12 151 0.41 – –
East Pant Grunt 12 2,429 0.90 1.5 0.10
South Grooming 12 4,693 0.81 6.0 0.09
South Body Contact 12 1,669 0.55 27.0 0.08
South Proximity 12 2,579 0.71 19.0 0.08
South Aggression Non-contact 12 768 0.80 2.5 0.08
South Aggression Contact 12 173 0.43 – –
South Food Sharing 12 153 0.37 – –
South Pant Grunt 12 3,350 0.92 2.5 0.10
“Overall consistency” is the median of the repeated correlation between randomly selected halves for the full dataset available for an interaction type. “Standardized Consistency” and
the standard deviation are the result of the repeated random selection of halves of subsets of different lengths, with number of interactions per dyad where the median consistency
exceeds rs = 0.5 as measure of how much information is needed to predict future interactions in a community. Interaction types were the rs = 0.5 was not exceeded are marked
with “–”.
FIGURE 9 | Summary of the mean number of interactions needed per dyad to
reach correlations between halves of rs = 0.5 (mangabeys: blue triangles,
East: red points, South: golden square).
in complexity between species. Further, many researchers use
multilevel social network analysis and create relationship indices
including different interaction types, unsure whether all of them
will be equally reliable. This consistency measure, like similar
efforts for hierarchies (Sánchez-Tójar et al., 2018), can be a
useful tool to make these decisions while conveying important
information about the study species. Importantly, these results
further cement that researchers need to report sample sizes not
only of their outcome variable, but also for interaction types that
might have gone into creating relationship indices or network
measures, because this gives readers the ability to judge the error
associated with this predictor variable or network. To assess
changes in relationships over time, there has been a trend to cut
datasets into smaller subsets and then compare network overlap
between these, assuming that the data in each are sufficient to
depict the underlying distribution in the community. With our
consistency measure, seasonality and change could be established
if smaller subsets would show higher consistency than larger
subsets, as random subsets retained consistent time intervals.
This was not the case for any interaction type, even though
some interaction types showed large variation, an indication that
consistency is high during some times but not others.
Predictability is an important aspect of social complexity: an
individual living in a system where all future social interactions
are largely pre-defined by a few re-occurring factors needs
little information to make decisions about its own behavior
(Sambrook and Whiten, 1997; Flack, 2012). Our consistency
measure captures one aspect of predictability: if individuals
distribute their social interactions the same across time, it is
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likely easy for group members to predict future social choices.
This measure can easily be combined with other standardized
approaches to social complexity and should mirror patterns
(Thierry et al., 2008; Fischer et al., 2017). We did not find
one consistent pattern of consistency difference between sooty
mangabeys and chimpanzees; rather, variation within species
was larger than between species, and each species showed
higher consistency in some of the interaction types. One-
dimensional measures of social complexity, such as group size,
are thus probably insufficient to capture species differences in
social complexity, as “complexity” probably does not affects
all aspects of life in a species uniformly: different species face
different challenges, creating uncertainty in different areas of
their social lives. Our consistency measure can detect which areas
these are. Dyadic distributions of aggression and dominance
interactions were highly predictable across groups. Spatial
proximity was the least predictable aspect for all three groups,
but as we have reported before, mangabey association beyond
body contact contains large uncertainty (Mielke et al., 2020a).
Grooming interactions were less predictable in chimpanzees,
indicating more varied grooming partner choice or changes
over time. Many challenges are shared between primate
species, especially regarding dyadic interaction patterns: It is
therefore worth in a next step to consider the challenges
arising from structuring interactions as sequences in time and
the uncertainty arising when third parties influence decision
making (Wittig et al., 2014). Our consistency measure offers
a valuable piece in the puzzle of social complexity across
animal species.
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